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Digital Distribution Frame (75Ω)
MPX57-75

Overview
ADigital Distribution Frame (DDF) is the interface when coaxial cable has to be terminated,

organized or cross-connected in long-distant transport networks, or in access networks

close to subscribers. LongXing is expert in producing DDF products and currently providing

products to China's main telecom networks in 28 provinces. The frame is equipped with

perfect earth system, and 75Ω/ 120Ω convertor can be provided at user's requirement. 75

ΩDigital Distribution Frames are used to terminate, cross-connect and inter-connect. 75Ω

coaxial cables, and to supervise digital transmission equipment.

Descriptions
 Special aluminum alloy is adopted as the material for the frame with high strength,

light weight and pleasing appearance.

 Unit structure is adopted for flexible and easy installation and deployment.

 The frame is narrow structure with adequate wire laying and storing space. The

arrangement of cable is distinct and pleasing.

 The coaxial connector is treated with gold plating so as to ensure contact reliability and safety.

 Two frames can be combined side by side or back to back. The frame is equipped with

wire hanging hook and ring for convenient wire arrangement.

 There is a wire winding support both on the left or right of the unit panel. The patch cords

are neat and pleasing.

 The installation is completed as soon as the installation hole on the unit is inserted into the fix

screw on the frame and the screw is fastened. The installation is quick, simple and reliable .

For disassembly, only loosen (it’s not necessary to remove) the screw, the unit can be removed.

 All plastic parts for the unit are made from anti-inflammation material such as polycarbonate or ABS.

 The frame is equipped with perfect earth system.

Specifications
EXTERNAL DIMENSION

(H * W * D)

MAXIMUM CAPACITY

(ALLARE CROSS CONNECTION)
REMARK

2600*240*300(225) 6 systems/unit,66 systems(11units)/frame

Coaxial connector ishere-in-one type2200*240*300(225) 6 systems/unit,54 systems(9 units)/frame

2200*240*300(225) 6 pairs/unit, 48 pairs(8units)/frame
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